Two’s Lesson Plan for May 11-22, 2020
Theme: In the Garden, Letters: o/h/p, Number: 8, Color: Purple, Shape: Heart

Cognitive

Language

Social

Sensorial

• The sounds of seeds; homemade • Put beans in a zip-lock bag

• Plant sunflowers for the room;

• Alphabet flower sensory bin: add

sound matching game
• The Carrot Seed book; match
the carrots to the correct
numbers
• Magnifying glass game; The
Garden (look for matching
Items)

with water and paper towel;
talk about what we are doing &
what will happen
• Sense of smell activity; close
eyes & smell the item; What does

talk about what we are going to
do
• Yoga for kids; flower posesHow do you feel? Calm?
• Make a rain gauge-How can we
make it? Put outside & measure
how much it rains

muffin wraps, pom-poms & rocks
with letters on the flowers
• Add soil, gardening tools, shovels,
seeds and flower pots
• Add rice, pails, shovels, sifters
and seeds

Goals: Learn to match sounds
game. Learn to match numbers
1-8 & play an I-Spy game with a
magnifying glass.

Goals: Becoming familiar with
flowers and vegetables by using
visuals to help us better
understand.

it smell like? Talk about it
• Show gardening items & talk
about how to use them

Fine Motor
• Put flowers in a colander;
arrange the flowers
• Play dough mats: make worms,
flowers & seeds
• Cutting grass in the garden

Goals: Develop hand-eye
coordination, visual acuity, gross
motor skills and the ability to
focus.

Large Motor
• Musical flower garden game
• Wheelbarrow races around the
room
• Throw bean bags on the flower
game

Goals: To increase our physical
abilities by moving our bodies
and learning new ways to stay
active. Practice following
directions.

Goals: Learning about flowers by
playing fun games. Learning yoga
and learning about rain gauges
and how to use them.

Goals: Learn about gardens by
making different kinds of sensory
bins and using the items to
better understand about
different kinds of gardens.

Practical Life

Music/ Art

• Feed the frog yummy flies in the
garden
• Learn how to sweep seeds into
a heart shape on the dust pan
• Planting grass seed to make hair
in a cup

Review: Washing hands and
drying them
Goals: Develop practical life skills
that will help us later in life by
doing fun activities we can do by
ourselves.

• Paper plate snail in the garden
• Giant sunflower for the classroom
 Beautiful coffee filter flowers

Goals: To expand creativity using
different materials. To listen to
directions and follow them.
Explore the world around us.

